
Mission Critical Future is a scaled platform for driving innovation and sustainability in critical 
infrastructure. There is high demand, and low supply for mission critical solutions providers. 
Most are fragmented small businesses that lack capacity to scale and deliver larger projects. 
Customers span both large commercial operators as well as public projects from the federal to 
the state and municipal markets. 

Currently partnered with the largest rehabilitation prime contracting firms in the market, MCF 
will concentrate on leveraging emerging technologies and creating a North American network 
of professional services firms to address the growing challenge while conducting research 
and development to improve both the process and the material required to line, repair, and 
rehabilitate wastewater systems across North America.

The current backlog is $5.9M and growing.  Customers include the largest wastewater network 
rehabilitation firms in the US as well as municipalities in GA, FL, and LA.

MCF endeavours to be a leading critical infrastructure services firm, specializing in 
strategic advisory, engineering, and a design provider of critical infrastructure solutions to 
the  private and public sector. Our initial focus is on the mission critical systems of water/
wastewater, energy, and digital infrastructure resilience.

• Targeting Adjusted EBITDA Margin >15%

• 40%+ Gross Margins

• >5x EBITDA and resulting synergies from a 
concerted roll-up effort

• $10B+ in growing US-based revenue derived 
from a vast network of over 3,000 firms in the 
critical infrastructure sector.

• Many of these targeted firms are anticipated 
to be acquired by private equity (PE) firms. 
However, PE entities lack the domain-specific 
leadership.

• Achieve profitable synergies that enhance 
overall performance and profitability across 
entities by aligning business strategies, 
optimizing operations, and leveraging 
combined strengths.

• ~ 75% of targeted businesses are high-
performing, high-value, and differentiated 
entities. These firms, while successful, often 
face growth plateaus or require succession 
planning.
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Strategic Acquisition Approach: 

Robust Acquisition Base

Overview

MCF is comprised of business operators who already provide essential services to their 
customers and understand what it takes to sustain and grow

Market opportunity exceeding $250 billion

Opportunity in the MCF Infrastructure  
Platform over the next 10 years

Private Equity Market Dynamics:

Profitable Synergy Realization:

High-Value Targets:

 $5.9M
9

$50M

CURRENT BACKLOG

3YR. PROJECTED REVENUE

ACTIVE ACQUISITIONS IN PIPE

TTM PRO FORMA REVENUE1,2
Targeting 10x revenue growth through 
accretive, in-motion acquisition targets

Water and  
Waste Water

Energy
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This document includes information, statements, beliefs and opinions which are forward-looking, and which reflect current estimates, expectations and projections about future events. 
Statements containing the words "believe", "expect", "intend", "should", "seek", "anticipate", "will", "positioned", "project", "risk", "plan", "may", "estimate" or, in each case, their negative and words of 
similar meaning are intended to identify forward-looking statements. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve a number of kMCFn and unkMCFn risks, uncertainties and assumptions 
concerning, among other things, the Mission Critical Futures (“MCF” or the “Company”)  anticipated business strategies including future acquisitions, anticipated trends in the Company's business 
and anticipated market share, that could cause actual results or events to differ materially from those expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. These risks, uncertainties and 
assumptions could adversely affect the outcome and financial effects of the plans and events described herein. In addition, even if the outcome and financial effects of the plans and events 
described herein are consistent with the forward-looking statements contained in this document, those results or developments may not be indicative of results or developments in subsequent 
periods. Although MCF has attempted to identify important risks and factors that could cause actual actions, events or results to differ materially from those described in forward-looking information, 
there may be other factors and risks that cause actions, events or results not to be as anticipated, estimated or intended. Forward-looking information contained in this presentation is based on 
the Company’s current estimates, expectations and projections, which the Company believes are reasonable as of the current date. The Company can give no assurance that these estimates, 
expectations and projections will prove to have been correct. Forward-looking statements contained in this document are made as of the date of this presentation and, except as required by 
applicable law, the Company assumes no obligation to update or revise them to reflect new events or circumstances. Historical statements contained in this document regarding past trends 
or activities should not be taken as a representation that such trends or activities will continue in the future. In this regard, certain financial information contained herein has been extracted 
from, or based upon, information available in the public domain and/or provided by the Company. No statement in this document is intended to be nor may be construed as a profit forecast. 

To the extent any forward-looking information in this presentation constitutes "future-oriented financial information" or "financial outlooks'' within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities laws, 
such information is being provided to demonstrate the anticipated market penetration and the reader is cautioned that this information may not be appropriate for any other purpose and the reader 
should not place undue reliance on such future-oriented financial information and financial outlooks. Future-oriented financial information and financial outlooks, as with forward-looking information 
generally, are, without limitation, based on the assumptions and subject to the risks set out above under the heading "Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Information''. The Company's actual 
financial position and results of operations may differ materially from management's current expectations and, as a result, the Company's revenue and expenses may differ materially from the revenue 
and expenses profiles provided in this presentation. Such information is presented for illustrative purposes only and may not be an indication of MCF's actual financial position or results of operations.

This document refers to Adjusted Revenues, Adjusted EBITDA and EBITDA because certain investors may use this additional information to assess the Company’s performance and also determine 
the Company’s ability to generate cash flow. These non-IFRS measures do not have any standardized meaning prescribed by IFRS, should not be considered in isolation or as a substitute for measures 
of performance prepared in accordance with IFRS, and are not necessarily indicative of operating results presented under IFRS. The Company presents Adjusted Revenues to eliminate the impact 
of acquisition accounting adjustments to its reported Revenues and presents Adjusted EBITDA to adjust EBITDA for items such as stock-based compensation expenses, acquisition accounting 
adjustments, transaction expenses related to acquisitions, transactional gains or losses on assets, asset impairment charges, operational restructuring costs, non-recurring expense items, and 
restructuring costs, and may include impact to the full year of cost synergies related to the reduction of employees in relation to acquisitions.  All figures in this document are in US$ unless otherwise 
stated.

The U.S. is investing more than 1 trillion dollars 
from the recent Infrastructure Investment and 
Jobs Act (IIJA) to create greater resiliency and 
security.

Coupled with thousands of mature critical 
infrastructure Service providers with solid 
performance histories with substantial 
backlogs but lack:

• Critical scale

• Government/commercial sales channels

• Succession planning

• Multi-industry solutions

Creates an opportunity for a unified and 
efficient critical infrastructure solution provider 
that  streamlines operations, standardizes 
processes, and fosters collaboration,  to 
maximize market impact and profitability
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Investor Relations 
gnelson@boxtop.ca
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CEO 
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The New Opportunity The 16 Critical Infrastructure Sectors

MCF is undertaking a strategic roll-up strategy Initially focusing on three  
key sectors

Milestones

M&A Strategy
• Cash and equity approach

• Targeting Adjusted EBITDA Margins >15%

• Targeting >40%+ Gross Margins and 
generating greater margin through technology 
enablers

H1 2024

• Integration of new acquisitions

• Initiate go-public transaction

• Initiate new acquisitions

Dave Whitmire  CEO

Omar Rizvi, VP Finance

Roger Yee, CSO
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Kerry Coker, COO, MCF Water

Troy Johnson, President, MCF Water
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Key Highlights

• Large, mature fragmented market

• Deep industry experience, and track 
record

• Rapid revenue and adjusted EBITDA 
growth model

• Deep acquisition pipeline

• Full or partial payout

• Fast process

• Performance upside

• Expanded offering for clients

• Centralized marketing operations

Benefits to Acquired Companies

Current MCF Platform Future Platform Expansion Opportunities


